
Daniel Course, 1974 (page 3)

Ib*tur" 5 (cont1d)

-17) IV Examination of Dan, 7
A, The time and situation (45 yr., later)

18) B, The Dream
1. Main parts of this dream

a. Four beasts
b. Second phase of fourth beast 7:8
c, Destruction of beasts, vv.9-14

2, Qomparrison to oh. 2 and to the history
a, First beast and it. downfall

19) Not fit with Neb.'s experience -in.ch. 4
-?2l) b, The second animal

c, The third beast
22) d, The fourth beast'-
23) e, The second phase

f, The Destruction

Lecture #6 5/18/74

1) review
3) C, The Interpretation of the Four Beasts
4) 'k1ng' in the sense of "kingdom"

Illustration of camera and what inerrancy is not
5) Precision
6) 1. Four Kings

2. Nature of the fourth beast
- 8) The Roman empire
-9) D, Second Phase of the Fourth Kingdom

1. The ten horns
-'1].) 2, The little horn

12) a, His victory
b. His arrogance

13) c. His opposition to God 7*25
(answer student question.) meaning of 'times'

is) d. His changing times and laws
17) e, His limited, continuance

f, His downfall
(answers student question)

18) Nahun 1*12 sevoral]yand jointly responsible

Lecture # 7 4/1/74

1) not going to understand everything in the Bible
2) Professor'. comments on the Apostle's Creed--He dcended into hell
3) Extreemes in presentation of Scripture truth
4) E, The Destruction and Replacement

Destruction of all the systems of human control, eipeo. the course
of the first beast
1. Comparrison with Ch,2

5) "thrones were cast down" i.e. Placed, established
7) 7*12 pluperfect "had had their dominion taken away"
8) Scripture statements do not always move forward in chronological

order,
9) review of possible interpretations (cf. E.2)

che, 2 and 7
12) 2, Combination of the Symbolic and Literal
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